Diversity Committee Meeting  
September 1, 2020

I. Selection of student representatives – undergraduate and graduate

II. Recruitment and retention
   A. Undergraduate students
      1. Conference on Diversity in Psychology Research – October 3rd
         a. Room reservation?
         b. Contact with Graduate School
         c. Program planning
         d. Flier preparation
         e. Previous invited speakers
            2010: de St. Aubin, Gerdes, Oswald, Torres
            2011: Gerdes, Gordon, Grych, Oswald
            2012: de St. Aubin, Kaugars, Torres, Van Hecke
            2013: Franzoi, Gerdes, Van Hecke
            2014: Heck, Kaugars, Grych
            2015: Torres
            2016: Heck
            2017: Howard
            2018: Kaugars
            2019: Holly
      2. Brief review of major demographic characteristics

III. Diversity-related programming
    A. Trainings
       1. Department

IV. New/Future Tasks
    A. Next meeting- October 6th